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	Products Our products
Arc unlocks access to comprehensive energy data, analytics, optimization capabilities, and more.

Learn more about Arc 
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Plug High-resolution utility data for energy and water usage
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Signal Energy rate calculation engine and tariff database
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Switch Accurate solar and storage calculations, forecasts, and savings
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Spark Advanced analytics for energy usage and savings
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Bundle Simplified and transparent utility bill management




	Solutions Our solutions
With energy data access and easy-to-use APIs, we help companies in any industry fight climate change.

Our partners Customer stories 
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Solar & Storage Optimize with up-to-date utility data and accurate energy cost insights.
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EV & Charging Deliver connected charging solutions with nationwide utility and tariff data.
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Enterprise Sustainability Reporting Take control of your reporting goals with accurate, auditable, and automated utility data.
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Carbon Accounting Software Unlock your platform's potential with automated energy data.
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Property Management Reduce green building adoption costs and improve energy consumption.
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Energy Management Identify game-changing energy efficiency and savings opportunities.




	Resources Resources
Get to know the Arc platform and how it works.



	Resource library Whitepapers, webinars, product info sheets, and more.

	Developer doc hub Guides to help you start working with Arc as quickly as possible.




	About us About us
Our technology powers the next generation of climate solutions, giving anyone the tools to act on their environmental impact.



	Our story Who we are and what we do

	Blog Climate tech news and perspectives

	Press Arcadia in the headlines

	Careers Change the future of energy with us

	Contact us Get in touch with our team






	Sign in 	Arc Dashboard Manage your existing Arc account and configure your integration

	Data Explorer & Switch Access your legacy Genability dashboards

	Utility Cloud Console Access your legacy Urjanet console to manage your Utility Cloud data


Looking for your community solar account? Sign in here





	Contact sales





Blog
Blog
Blog
The latest news, product updates, energy expertise, and climate perspectives from Arcadia.
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BlogExplainer


How solar energy can power through the eclipse
Since solar makes up more of our energy production than ever before, you might think the eclipse will leave our grid vulnerable. Fortunately, that’s not the case.

solar energy
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BlogPolicy


The new SEC climate disclosure rule, explained
Now that the new SEC climate disclosure rule has been finalized, businesses need to understand what the new rules entail. Here’s how to prepare for the future of carbon reporting.

carbon reporting
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BlogCompany news


Arcadia is teaming up with Google and EDPR to advance an equitable energy future
We’ve teamed up with Google and EDPR NA Distributed Generation to implement a novel solution addressing the energy cost burden faced by over 30 million US households.

community solar
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BlogCompany news


Arcadia hits major milestone: 2 GW of community solar
Our founder Kiran Bhatraju shares how we reached two gigawatts of solar capacity, and what this milestone means for the clean energy transition.

community solar
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